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New here and don't know where to start?

Flip through this guide and decide which program fits

your needs best!
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Welcome
Bailey Nomi is a mom of two and a
certified yoga and barre instructor.
Before the pandemic, Bailey owned
Nomi Yoga, a fitness studio that went
online in 2020. Since then, Bailey’s
platform has grown to over a million
followers with over 97% being women!

About Bailey
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Duet Me
Challenge
This program will introduce you to hiit

style classes, with visuals of how to do

advanced and beginner modifications

throughout. 
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Strong Knees
Program
Start this program if you want to gain

strength in your legs. Whether that be

for dancing (Meg Knees), twerking, or

just rehabbing your knees, you will see

a significant difference in stability and

balance.
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Pelvic Floor
and Core
Start this program if you want to tighten

and strengthen pelvic floor and improve

your sex life. This could mean learning

how to engage pelvic floor, but also

simply gaining core strength for better

control and connection to your lower abs

and inner thighs. 
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Strip for
Summer
Start this program if you want to gain

confidence. You’ll have introductions to

barre, yoga, Pilates, and strength training

while focusing on your power as a woman.

The goal of this program is to have you

feeling more confident in your body to feel

comfortable to wear less.
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Healthy Hips
Hips are said to hold onto stress,

emotions, and even trauma. Do this

program if you want to shake that shit

out, stretching and opening your hips to

feel rejuvenated and centered. This

program is meant to help you shed

anything holding you back from your

goals.
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Beginner
Bums
Start this program if you want to learn the

basics on how to do strength training and

grow your glutes. Based on celebrity

trainers programs, this will be your first step

to feeling comfortable in the gym.
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Full Length
Classes
Use these classes to fill in time between

programs. Each class offers full body

movement and good music.
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If you're still wondering which

program to go with just send me a

message right here in the app!

Message Me in App

Still Have Questions?
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Connect with me:

@bailey.nomi

https://www.instagram.com/bailey.nomi/
https://www.tiktok.com/@bailey.nomi
https://youtube.com/@BaileyNomi


Looked innocent. Wasn't at all lol. My

core is pretty weak! Looking forward

to more of your core workouts!

Amy

Hello! Im late to the party but am so

excited that I finally pulled the trigger

to do something for myself and my

mind & body!

Caitlin
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Happy Clients Says:


